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ABSTRACT Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is a pillar of next-generation networks. Implementing
SDN requires the establishment of a decoupled control communication, which might be installed either as an
out-of-band or in-band network. While the benefits of in-band control networks seem apparent, no standard
protocol exists and most of setups are based on ad-hoc solutions. This article defines Amaru, a protocol
that provides plug&play resilient in-band control for SDN with low-complexity and high scalability. Amaru
follows an exploration mechanism to find all possible paths between the controller and any node of the
network, which drastically reduces convergence time and exchanged messages, while increasing robustness.
Routing is based on masked MAC addresses, which also simplifies routing tables, minimizing the number
of entries to one per path, independently of the network size. We evaluated Amaru with three different
implementations and diverse types of networks and failures, and obtained excellent results, providing almost
on-the-fly rerouting and low recovery time.
INDEX TERMS SDN, OpenFlow, in-band control, resilient networks, path exploration.
I. INTRODUCTION
Control communication is pivotal for the thriving Software-
Defined Networking (SDN) paradigm, which –by definition–
cracks the network architecture into control (logical) and data
(physical) planes [1]. The main purpose of the control com-
munication is to connect both planes and it may be deployed
either as an out-of-band or an in-band network [2], or even
as a hybrid solution [3]. Out-of-band control is arranged as
a dedicated network, isolated from the data plane links and
devices, thus requiring additional resources; while in-band
leverages the already existing deployment to perform the
communication, hence sharing the resources with the data
plane. Finally, hybrid solutions share the advantages and dis-
advantages of both modes, as control communication might
either be routed through dedicated or –the already existing–
data links.
The justification to implement each approach resides in
diverse aspects [2], which we could summarize as follows:
1) As the network grows in size, in-band control is
more scalable and cheaper. For instance, a dedicated
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out-of-band control network for carrier networks is
almost inconceivable due to its high cost.
2) In-band networks are less prone to congestion due to
the high-capacity nature of the data plane links.
3) In-band networks are more resilient to link failures as
they might provide several routes without extra cost,
while the out-of-band approach is restrained to a single
route per deployed out-of-band network.
4) Bootstrapping is almost immediate for out-of-band
approaches, but requires additional configuration for
in-band communications.
5) Out-of-band networks are usually less vulnerable to
security issues.
The three first statements illustrate clear advantages of in-
band control in Software-DefinedNetworking (SDN). In fact,
some SDN deployments are only possible using in-band
control [2]. However, differently from out-of-band networks,
no standard or official protocol exists to set up in-band net-
works for SDN. As a consequence, current in-band control
is usually based on inefficient manual configurations, which
hinders the main benefits of the in-band approach, as stated in
the fourth point. Therefore, there is an urge for a (1) resilient
and (2) automatic in-band protocol for SDN.
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In particular, the former requirement, resiliency, is better
for in-band than for out-of-band, but we should carefully
analyze how the alternative routes are provided. Basically,
the two main fault recovery approaches are protection and
restoration [4], which pre-install and calculate the alternative
routes on-the-fly when failures occur, respectively. Accord-
ing to literature, paths should be recovered within 50 ms to
avoid further issues [5], and recent studies prove that only
the protection mechanism accomplishes this requirement.
However, pre-installing routes might not be scalable, or even
possible, at all times.
The latter requirement, fast –and automatic– bootstrap-
ping, is also a challenge for in-band control in SDN [6], [7],
asmost of the current approaches either bootstrap the network
manually, leverage traditional routing protocols, or even rely
on an additional out-of-band control network to configure it,
which increases complexity and bootstrapping time in com-
parison with simple out-of-band networks.
In this article, we define, implement and evaluate Amaru,
a protocol to deploy in-band control for SDN that provides
three main features: (1) fast automatic bootstrapping and
(2) multiple alternative routes to boost resiliency based on the
protection scheme, while (3) reducing the number of table
entries to prevent any scalability issues. To the best of our
knowledge, Amaru is the only existing protocol that provides
these three features. As such, Amaru tries to accomplish the
above-mentioned challenges for in-band control.
The article is structured as follows: In Section II, we review
the current state of the art regarding in-band control deploy-
ments and protocols for SDN. In Section III we define
the Amaru protocol and its core features. Afterwards,
in Section IV, we describe the different implementations
developed to prove the behavior of Amaru. Finally, we eval-
uate and discuss the protocol in Section V, and provide the
main conclusions in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Beheshti and Zhang [8] formulate one of the first works to
examine the resiliency of in-band control in SDN. Specif-
ically, the authors define a protection metric and evaluate
the algorithms to provide the best protection scheme. How-
ever, they do not question how to pre-install the alterna-
tive routes, its scalability or automatic deployment of the
in-band network. The protection and restoration approaches
are initially compared for in-band OpenFlow networks by
Sharma et al. [4], [9], where the conclusion is that only
protection grants a recovery under the required 50 ms [5].
In order tominimize the overall recovery time, failures should
be detected as fast as possible, independently of how alter-
native routes are provided later on. In the literature, we can
also find fast failure detection algorithms, which are mainly
software-based solutions based on monitoring [10], [11].
Apart from detection time, recoverywill also depend on the
protection or restoration scheme in use. In the case of protec-
tion, rerouting is almost immediate, but then minimizing the
number of table entries is crucial. Feng et al. [12] provide
an algorithm for this purpose. Hu et al. [13] investigate pro-
tection with multiple controllers and propose a scheme based
on local rerouting and reverse forwarding. Huang et al. [14]
also investigate an optimizer to provide robust end-to-end
global rerouting while minimizing resource utilization, but
exclusively for single-link failures. While the previous ones
are merely studies, Goltsmann et al. [15] plan to provide
backup routes via direct calculation of the network nodes,
which is faster but it might overload them (as nodes need to be
aware of the whole topology, to perform breadth-first search,
to install their own routes, etc.). However, this latter approach
has only been designed for single-link failures as well.
Chan et al. [16] designed a disjoint path planning to achieve
fast reroute after failure. However, it requires backup con-
trollers and failure detection depends on themonitoring cycle.
González et al. [17] provide a resilient OpenFlow channel
through MPTCP, but it requires an out-of-band channel for
the initial setup, hence exclusively using in-band commu-
nication is unfeasible. Also leveraging MPTCP for in-band
control, Raza and Lee [18] design a heuristic algorithm to
compute disjoint and short-lengthed paths, but they leave as
future work the associated protocol definition (that is, the pro-
cedure of constructing the in-band control connections).
Otherwise, if restoration is implemented, i.e. no alterna-
tive route is pre-installed, creation of new paths should be
fast enough. RASCAR [19] intelligently calculates the best
routes considering that shortest-path strategies do not always
minimize recovery time of control paths. A similar approach
is followed by MORPH [20], which reassigns controllers
when the main one is affected by a security attack.
Only a few approaches implement resilient in-band control
via automatic bootstrapping. ResilientFlow [6] is one of the
first works to mention this challenge and it partially addresses
it. It is a distributed control channel module that lets switches
maintain their own control communication channels. Never-
theless, it requires a specific module installed plus an initial
Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) [21] configuration, and also
periodic exchange of network topology maps, increasing the
signaling overhead. FASIC [22] provides a protection scheme
based on OVSDB and automatic setup; but it requires con-
tinuous monitoring and downtime after failure claims to be
around 5 seconds, which is smaller than using standard OVS
configuration, but much higher than the 50 ms requirement.
Medieval [23], [24] also claims to be plug&play, robust (via
the creation of two spanning trees per controller) and self-
stabilizing; however, it requires the pre-installation of diverse
rules in the switches. Renaissance [25], [26] is a distributed
in-band control system that creates one single tree per con-
troller to obtain k-fault-resiliency. Nonetheless, if only one
controller is deployed, only one path is generated and, as a
link-state approach, the authors focus the analysis on its self-
stabilizing properties and they do not evaluate recovery after
multiple failures. Furthermore, bootstrapping requires sev-
eral seconds and depends on the network update interval. The
in-band control approach by Asadujjaman et al. [27] tackles
multiple failures and implements automatic bootstrapping.
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FIGURE 1. The Rogers topology as an example of carrier network for in-band control in SDN.
FIGURE 2. Example of out-of-band and in-band control in SDN.
However, it does not provide protection (understood as pre-
installed backup routes) and controller-to-switch communi-
cation is source-routed, which increases packet overhead.
Bentstuen and Flathagen [7] exclusively focus on the boot-
strapping problem, by outlining several steps to pursue auto-
matic setup.
Finally, we would like to highlight some other relevant
works related with the topic. For example, Hark et al. [28]
propose bilateral communication among SDN controllers via
in-band control implemented with VLANs plus One-Hot-
Coding to reduce the number of table entries. However,
it does not address in-band communication per se, automatic
bootstrapping or resiliency aspects. eTDP [29] presents a
protocol to discovery the topology and initial network deploy-
ment, but it does not analyze runtime in-band control or the
creation of multiple paths for resiliency. Gather [30] presents
a method to reduce the number of table entries for in-band
routing via the use of DNS-like grouping. Their authors
evaluate algorithms to group addresses. Görkemli et al. [31]
evaluate the performance of dynamic control planes and
introduce the concepts of ‘‘control flow table’’ and ‘‘control
plane manager’’. Nevertheless, it lacks a deeper analysis on
automatic bootstrapping and recovery after failure.
Consequently, the main contribution of Amaru in relation
to the current state of the art is to provide automatic boot-
strapping, enhanced resiliency, while preserving scalability
and low-complexity of in-band networks. So far, none of the
current approaches accomplish all of these requirements.
III. AMARU
The core principle of Amaru is to strengthen the resiliency of
in-band SDN communication, and –additionally– provide it
via a fast and automatic bootstrapping. To achieve this goal,
it explores all possible paths between any network device
and the ones directly connected to the SDN controller, which
guarantee backup routes after link or node failure. At the same
time, Amaru should not affect network performance and, for
this reason, it tries to reduce the signaling overhead.
As previously mentioned, one particular application of
Amaru are carrier networks, where nodes are located very far
ones from the others. Figure 1 depicts this use case, where
only Toronto is connected to the SDN controller and the rest
are controlled via in-band communication, as deploying out-
of-band control will basically mean duplicating the already
existing network and its associated maintenance cost. The
architectural differences between out-of-band and in-band
control are briefly summarized in Fig. 2. In the in-band
approach, resources are saved (some links are not deployed)
at the cost of leveraging the same data links both for data and
control traffic.
We describe Amaru in detail in the next sections.
Firstly, we explain the hierarchical labels leveraged in
Amaru and the distributed mechanism to assign them,
in Sections III-A and III-B, respectively. Afterwards,
we describe the forwarding logic, in Section III-C, and
the procedure to follow in case of network reconfiguration,
in Section III-D. Then, we describe why Amaru boosts the
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FIGURE 3. Hierarchical labeling in Amaru.
resiliency and scalability of in-band SDN communication in
Sections III-E and III-F. Finally, we clarify how Amaru can
be applied to multiple root nodes in Section III-G.
A. HIERARCHICAL LABELING
The foundations of Amaru are based on GA3 [32], which
creates multiple paths for data center network based on hier-
archical labels, where labels are unique per node. In Amaru,
the first node or root node obtains an initial label, and then
the label is increased in one field per hop, by simply adding
the identity of the hop traversed. For instance, let us assume
that the first node X is labeled XID. If X is directly connected
to Y , then the latter node obtains the composed label XID.YID.
If Y is connected to a third node Z , the label XID.YID.ZID
will be assigned to Z , and so on. The key advantage of this
type of labeling is that the node IDs indirectly represent the
connectivity among nodes. For instance, XID.YID.ZID should
have a direct link to XID.YID, because they just differ in the
final digit of their label (i.e. ZID). Accordingly, the added
value of these labels is that they have a hierarchical nature and
they enclose the path traversed from the root node, as depicted
in Fig. 3.
In Amaru, these labels are calculated to mask the real
MAC addresses of each network device (addresses that are
usuallymeaningless for routing as they only conveymanufac-
turing information), without modifying the standard Ethernet
frame, i.e. using the same amount of bytes in the header.
It is important to notice that the MAC addresses of the
SDN switches are usually assigned by the SDN controller
in software. Therefore, it is easy to mask them with new
meaningful MAC addresses in SDN that would not be fea-
sible in case of legacy switches. In fact, with the capabil-
ity of SDN to dynamically assign MAC addresses to any
switch interface, the assumption that MAC addresses should
be non-meaningful globally unique numbers is no longer
valid. In Amaru we evolve the notion of MAC addresses to
capitalize on the aforementioned observation.
To distinguish these masked MAC from standard
addresses, they are identified as Amaru MACs (AMACs),
where the U/L (unique/locally administered) bit in the
address field is set to 1. Afterwards, these AMACs contain
up to 46 bits (48 of the original MAC minus the broad-
cast/multicast and the U/L bits) to represent the labels, which
could be translated into 6 levels of around 8 bits each,
for example. The number of levels represent the maximum
length of each path (e.g. 6 levels means the longest path will
have 6 hops towards the SDN controller). Accordingly, with
the same frame size, one AMAC conveys the information
towards the root node, which is the switch directly connected
to the SDN controller in our case.
B. ROOT DISCOVERY AND LABELING PROCEDURE
As the main purpose of Amaru is to provide augmented
resiliency for SDN in-band control, the Amaru protocol aims
to find as many paths as possible from any SDN node towards
the root node, that is, the node directly connected to the SDN
controller. These paths will be generated via the assignment
of multiple AMACs by exploration probes. In this way, alter-
native paths can be instantiated on-the-fly if any link, or node,
fails, just by switching the AMAC in use.
To simplify the explanation, we will describe the behav-
ior of Amaru in single-controller networks. The procedure
starts when a node discovers a direct connection to an SDN
controller. This node will claim itself as Amaru Root (ARoot)
and send an Amaru Frame (AFrame) through all of its ports.
This AFrame will explore the whole network and the result
of this process is the assignment of at least one hierarchi-
cal label, or AMAC, per node traversed. This exploration
procedure is implemented in a distributed manner (not as a
centralized algorithm) and follows the principles of Breadth-
First Search (BFS) [33], which explores one path between
a couple of nodes (s, t) in a graph. Amaru extends BFS to
discover multiple paths in a single search.
The procedure is implemented as follows: The first
assigned AMAC represents the ARoot and contains only
one level. The next level in the hierarchy (level-n AMAC)
is identified as a child and it obtains the father’s AMAC
plus an additional ID. Hence, the more fields (i.e. levels)
in the AMAC, the further the node is from the ARoot. For
instance, Fig. 4 portrays an example of Amaru applied to a
SDN network consisting of nine switches (si, where i ≥ 1 and
i ≤ 9). As s1 is the ARoot, its AMAC is 1 and it propagates
the next-level AMACs to its children, namely 1.7 towards s2
and 1.2 towards s4. Afterwards, s2 and s4 will propagate new
AMACs to their neighbors as well, i.e. they will broadcast
next-level AMACs through all their ports except the input
port. As it is a distributed process, the sending switch decides
the value of the next level (ID) of the hierarchy, which could
be any, with the only condition that it should be unique and
consistent (always the same) per child. Each AMAC obtained
is saved by the switches and it is associated with the port
receiving it.
To guarantee loop prevention, a node only forwards an
AFrame if the AMAC contained in it is not a child of their
own. Hence, the distribution of AMACs continues while
switches receive new AMACs and ends when nodes receive
AMACs deriving from them and, therefore, discard them.
This is the key difference of Amaru in comparison with BFS,
as BFS discovers a single path between nodes and stops
the procedure when a node is visited for the second and
later times, while Amaru discovers multiple paths because it
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FIGURE 4. Initial propagation of AMACs from the ARoot.
FIGURE 5. Propagation of label 1.7 in Amaru.
allows traversing the same node more than once, as far as the
label being propagated is not a child of their own.
To illustrate how the Amaru procedure operates, Fig. 5
depicts the specific propagation of label 1.7 from s1 towards
s2 in Amaru. Afterwards, s2 repeats the mechanism and prop-
agates two child AMACs with values 1.7.3 and 1.7.6 to s3
and s5, respectively. This process continues until, eventually,
a switch receives an AMAC that is a child of their own. For
example, s4 sends 1.7.6.1.4 to s1, which is a child of 1 and,
thus, it is discarded by s1. The samewould happen in case that
s2 would receive any AMAC starting with 1.7, for instance.
To understand how the assignment would look like after the
propagation finishes, Fig. 6 represents a simplified version
of the previous network, reducing it to just four nodes. For
instance, s4 has two AMACs, 1.2 and 1.7.6.1, and they
exactly represent the two possible paths towards the ARoot
(s4 − s1 and s4 − s5 − s2 − s1), as well as their associated
costs, one and three hops, respectively.
Finally, Fig. 7 exemplifies what would happen if two addi-
tional SDN switches are attached to the previous network.
The direct consequence is that new paths towards the ARoot
appear, namely 1.2.1.3.1.9 for s2, 1.7.3.2.8.1 for s4 and
1.7.3.2.8 for s5. For instance, now s4 can also reach s1
traversing s4− s5− s6− s3− s2− s1 and that is the reason
why s4 obtains a third AMAC from s5 with value 1.7.3.2.8.1,
which represents that exact new route. Note that these
AMAC values are just examples, not fixed by the topology.
FIGURE 6. Assignment of AMACs in a four-node network.
FIGURE 7. Extended assignment of AMACs in a six-node network.
The values obtained by s3 and s6 are omitted for simplic-
ity, but we can assume that one of the AMACs assigned at
s6 would 1.7.3.2, for instance.
C. FORWARDING LOGIC
As already introduced in the previous section, each AMAC
represents one possible route towards the ARoot, i.e. towards
the SDN controller. As each field of an AMAC is associated
with a switch port, AMACs indirectly convey the list of
switch ports (i.e. next hops) to be traversed towards destina-
tion. Therefore, when an SDN switch wants to send traffic to
the controller, it just needs to check the available AMACs,
pick one of them and use it as its own MAC instead of the
manufacturer’s. Afterwards, the forwarding logic follows the
principles of source routing [34], that is, the traffic is sent
through the port whose associated AMAC is related with the
destination AMAC of the packets.
For example, in the case of Fig. 7, if s5 chose 1.7.6 to
forward the traffic, the first step would be sending the traffic
towards s2 indicating 1 as destination and 1.7.6 as source of
the frames. Subsequently, s2 receives this traffic and sends it
through the port associated to 1.7. Eventually these frames
arrive at s1, which simply forwards it to the SDN controller.
In the opposite direction, i.e. controller-to-switch commu-
nication, the only difference is that the SDN controller needs
to be aware of –at least– one of the available AMACs of a
node to send the traffic. These can be easily resolved via the
ARP/NDP procedure previous to any communication: instead
of providing the real MAC address, SDN switches will mask
it with any of the available AMACs, which will be used
afterwards by the controller for future communications. For
instance, s5 could provide 1.2.1 in Fig. 7 and, accordingly,
all frames from the SDN controller would follow the path
s1 − s4 − s5. As a consequence, paths are not mandatorily
bidirectional.
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FIGURE 8. Reconfiguration and deletion of AMACs after link failure.
It is important to note that source routing does not intro-
duce any type of packet overhead in Amaru, as the frame
size remains exactly the same by simply substituting the real
MAC by one of the associated AMACs, independently of the
hops to be traversed. Thus, the only difference is table look-
up, which is now performed checking if the prefix of the
AMAC is contained in the node, instead of matching a whole
fixed MAC.
D. NETWORK RECONFIGURATION
Diverse events might affect address assignment after startup,
such as links failing or new nodes joining the network.
Amaru performs local reconfiguration based on up/down
event follow-up. The simplest mechanism requires that nodes
periodically exchange Hello messages with their neighbors,
but other procedures might also be appropriate, like trig-
gering the renewal of addresses in Amaru when receiv-
ing a PORT_STATUS message if OpenFlow is the specific
SDN control protocol. Thanks to this event registration,
Amaru nodes are aware of which AMACs should be created,
deleted, or even just temporarily disabled.
1) LINK FAILURE RECONFIGURATION EVENT
As AMACs are assigned to specific ports of Amaru nodes,
when a link goes down, the involved nodes just need to disable
the associated AMACs of that port. Accordingly, these nodes
might decide whether to disable the whole tree or wait for the
link to recover. To dismantle the tree of the affected AMACs,
the procedure requires sending a AFrame exclusively towards
the leaf nodes. A flag set in the AFrame distinguishes the
deletion from the assignment procedures.
For example, Fig. 8 illustrates the procedure after link
s1 − s4 fails, where the affected AMAC is 1.2 in s4. This
node could remove that AMAC from the list of possible paths
and propagate its deletion towards all neighbors. Specifically,
the figure shows how 1.2.1 would be deleted at s5 and 1.2.4
at s7. The procedure would continue until all nodes update
their tables.
Once the link is up again, the affected node s4 will repeat
the usual assignment process by sending an AFrame through
the port just recovered, which will eventually reach all the
previously affected nodes, hence recovering the initial state.
2) NODE FAILURE RECONFIGURATION EVENT
A node event produces the same effect as a link event, but
repeated n times, where n is the number of links attached to
the node.
E. MULTIPLE PATHS AND ENHANCED RESILIENCY
By definition, Amaru maximizes in-band network resiliency
as it potentially explores all possible paths in the topology.
According to literature, this number easily ranges in millions
of possibilities in networks comprised of twelve or more
nodes [35]. Such a huge amount of possible routes is not
needed in any networking scenario, thus we decided to restrict
the learning of paths (i.e. of AMACs) based on the following
parameters:
• N: indicates the maximum number of AMACs that a
node is allowed to learn. For example, if N = 3, only
three AMACs, and hence paths, will be saved in the
node.
• L: provides the number of fields of the prefix of an
AMAC that should differ from the already learned to be
accepted. For instance, if L = 2 and the node already
has an AMAC with value 1.2.3.4 and a new one arrives
with value 1.2.5.6, the node will not save it as it shares
the first two digits with an already existing one; but if
the value is 1.1.5.6 instead, it will be learned.
To understand how these parameters work, we should con-
sider that each node will be receiving one AMAC at a
time, based on latency from the root. Therefore, AMACs are
assigned in this order and, for example, N = 3 would mean
that only the three first AMACs received would be saved,
discarding the rest and any other associated AFrame. Some
other parameters could be defined as they are orthogonal to
the procedure of Amaru. In the end, the main objective is to
reduce the number of AMACs, and the number of updates in
case of link failure, while providing enough alternative paths
for enhanced resiliency.
In Amaru, any node might use any of these multiple paths
towards the root at zero cost, as reconfiguration of the AMAC
address assignment is straightforward and based on local
information. In switch-to-controller communications, if an
AMAC is suddenly not available due to link failure, nodes
can use any of the alternative ones with no need of addi-
tional messages or configuration. In the case of controller-
to-switch communications, the ARoot will only have one
AMAC per destination node and the update is not immediate.
Nevertheless, they can obtain the new AMAC after receiv-
ing any message from the destination node. For example,
in OpenFlow-based networks, link failures are notified to the
controller via a PORT_STATUS message, which could serve
this purpose. Additionally, signaling is considerably reduced
as AFrames are only sent when specific events occur, such as
network initialization or link failure.
F. SCALABILITY AND SHORTEST-PATH METRIC
As an exploration protocol, Amaru reduces convergence time,
number of exchanged messages and table entries for in-band
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control routing. Regarding convergence time, it is drastically
reduced as it directly depends on the time that the probe frame
requires to traverse the network, without additional messages
for convergence, as the exploration is performed at once.
Accordingly, the number of exchangedmessages decreases as
well. Furthermore, Amaru paths are stable at all times, even if
the procedure has not finished. In the case of table entries, one
AMAC (i.e. one table entry) represents one path to the root
node. For example, if a node requires three routes (which is
basically onemain and two alternative ones in case of failure),
it will simply install three table entries, independently of the
network size.
Finally, Amaru can potentially work with two different
metrics to perform shortest-path routing from the root: num-
ber of hops and latency. Although, by definition, an AMAC
represents the number of hops (e.g. anAMACwith four levels
traverses three hops until reaching the root), due to the nature
of the exploration AFrame probe, nodes receive AMACs in a
specific order. Thus, the first assigned AMACs represent the
fastest paths from the root towards the node receiving it [36].
Thus, nodes in Amaru could save the fastest AMACs as an
alternativemetric to hop count, because fewer hops not neces-
sarily represent minimum-latency paths. The election of one
metric or another is up to the network manager, or could be
even based on artificial intelligence algorithms. For instance,
the path from the root to the node could be the fastest one,
but not necessarily in the opposite direction, so this node
could choose an alternative (non-bidirectional) path towards
the root based on minimum hops instead. For simplicity,
the remainder of the article is strictly based on the minimum-
hop metric.
G. SCENARIOS WITH MULTIPLE ROOT NODES
Diverse ARoots can coexist in Amaru with no additional
logic. If each root node chooses a unique label (e.g. three
ARoots with AMACs 1, 5 and 7), their children will be
clearly distinguished and will cause no conflict. Even if a
label collision between ARoots occurs, the Amaru procedure
can progress as usual, although potencial overlaps of AMACs
might appear at some point in the network. In that case, only
the fastest arrivingAFramewill be forwarded, hence reducing
the number of alternative path discovered, but maintaining
robustness.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
To evaluate the functionality and performance of Amaru,
we have developed three implementations, increasing in com-
plexity and closeness to reality. The first one is a Python-
based simulator, which helped us to prove the assignment
procedure and refine the protocol. With this initial implemen-
tation, we proved that Amaru potentially explores all possible
paths between the root and any other node. After validating
Amaru with the Python-based simulator, a second implemen-
tation with the OMNeT++ simulator confirmed the behavior
of Amaru with packets. Finally, we also developed Amaru in
an SDN software switch to examine its feasibility with real
traffic and scenarios. In the three implementations, the value
of the next AMAC is created by concatenating the output port
to the father’s AMAC. In this way, we ensure the identifica-
tion is unique per child.
Researchers particularly interested in these implementa-
tions are encouraged to check the source code, available in
GitHub [37].
A. PYTHON-BASED SIMULATOR
As a first approximation of the Amaru protocol, an ad-
hoc simulator based on Python was developed to verify the
functionality and correctness of Amaru. This simulator only
models transmission and reception events (which represent a
packet exchange), so latencies are not considered and, hence,
paths are exclusively based on the hop count metric. As input,
it takes diverse topologies generated by the Brite topology
generator [38] and it evaluates each of them by placing the
SDN controller on every possible node. For every node in
each topology, it obtains the number of exchanged packets
and learned AMACs according to the Amaru protocol.
This simulator is based on events that represent a packet
exchange. The initial event starts on the root node, i.e. where
the controller is attached. This event creates as many subse-
quent events as neighbors of the node, which are equivalent
to a packet transmission and handled applying the logic of
Amaru. First, the receiving node checks if it can accept new
AMACs (the available space is limited by the N parameter)
and, if so, it checks if the AMAC is valid according to the L
parameter. If any of the two checks obtains a negative result,
the node rejects the proposed AMAC address. Otherwise,
the node stores the new AMAC and propagates its children
to all its neighbors.
B. OMNET++ SIMULATOR
A simulation model for Amaru was also developed in the
OMNeT++ 5.3 framework. The nodes defined in the simula-
tor implement an SDN switch andmaintain an arraywith a list
of AMAC address per port. In comparison with the previous
simulator, the purpose of this implementation was three-fold:
(1) to introduce latencies in the links and measure how the
assignment is affected, (2) to assess the communication of
the SDN switches with the controller, and (3) to evaluate the
resiliency of Amaru upon one or more link failures.
In this simulator, upon startup, the SDN controller sends an
initial message to the node connected to it, containing a level-
1 AMAC. This node assumes the ARoot role and floods an
AFrame through all its ports (except the incoming port) with
level-2 AMACs, where the second level matches with the
output port, as stated in the description of Amaru. Afterwards,
the AFrame is only broadcast if the AMAC address is loop
free and the learning condition results positive according to
the previously described parameters, N and L.
Communication between the controller and switches is
performed by following the next hop based on the AMACs
contained in exchanged messages and according to the stored
information in the AMAC address list. A node considers itself
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FIGURE 9. Flowchart of the Ofsoftswitch13 implementation.
as the destination of a control packet if the next hop matches
one of the AMAC addresses in its list.
In addition, the simulator provides the Link Failure Notifi-
cation (LFN) message to manage network dynamic events,
as explained in section III-D. When a LFN message is
received, the AMAC dismantle procedure is initiated through
the flood of an AFrame with a field that indicates that the
attached AMAC should be discarded instead of learned.
C. OFSOFTSWITCH13 SOFTWARE SWITCH
IMPLEMENTATION
Finally, we developed the address assignment of Amaru in
the Ofsoftswitch13 software switch [39]. We selected this
software switch as it is easy to prototype and implement
protocols on it (in comparison to Open vSwitch [40], for
instance), while still performing reasonably well for real
deployments [41]. In this case, the most significant part of the
implementation was testing real-traffic scenarios and design-
ing the AFrame.
Regarding the implementation of the switch, we modified
the work-flow of the software switch to support the Amaru
protocol (see Fig. 9, which distinguishes the original func-
tions of Ofsoftswitch13 from the ones added for Amaru).
The modification starts when the switch detects that it is
directly connected to the SDN controller and it identifies
itself as ARoot (see ‘‘Is ARoot?’’). Then, it starts the AMAC
address learning procedure. Afterwards, each received frame
is checked (see ‘‘Is Amaru Frame?’’). If the switch detects
an AFrame, it must verify the correctness of the incoming
AMAC according to the parameters and logic aforemen-
tioned, and propagate it if so or discard it otherwise. The
process continues until all AMACs are propagated.
Finally, the control frame size of Amaru is illustrated
in Fig. 10, in comparison with the ones of the Rapid Span-
ning Tree Protocol (RSTP) [42] and the OSPF protocol [21]
(two of the best-known protocols for bridging and routing,
respectively), as a reference. Amaru requires the smallest
control frame of them all. Once the paths are created, in-
band control is performed via standard Ethernet packets and
it is important to highlight that Amaru does not introduce
any overhead in them. As a result, the amount of bits avail-
able to represent labels is limited to 46 bits, as stated in
Section III-A. The implementation of Amaru will use one
byte per level, hence representing up to 6 levels of hierarchy
(asmost nodes should bewithin a few hops to the root to avoid
high latencies), which are enough to provide good results,
as illustrated in Section V. In any case, the network manager
could configure the amount of bits to use, as this will not
affect the principles of Amaru.
V. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
A. TESTBED
Our hardware infrastructure consists of 7 computers powered
by Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 processors with 24 GB of RAM, all
of which are interconnected via aGbENetgear GS116 switch,
for emulation and simulation purposes. To validate both the
Python and OMNeT++ simulation models, we have also
evaluated in the same conditions the Amaru software switch
implementation based on Ofsoftswitch13. This latter evalu-
ation was performed using the Mininet [43] emulation plat-
form, which makes it possible to assess our protocol using a
real Linux TCP/IP stack.
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The evaluation studies the three core features of Amaru:
automatic bootstrapping, scalability and resiliency. For this
reason, three main tests were scheduled to evaluate them:
convergence time, packet consumption and throughput dur-
ing failure events, respectively. Additionally, an initial test
to validate the tools being leveraged in the tests was also
performed. Table 1 summarizes all of these tests, which we
further describe below.
First, we validate the developed tools for the three feature
tests, which basically consisted in checking that the imple-
mentation of Amaru in three different platforms (from more
abstract to more realistic: Python simulator, OMNeT++
simulator and Ofsoftswitch13 switch) were consistent. The
reason to use these three platforms is because the Python sim-
ulator helped us in prototyping Amaru, while the OMNeT++
simulator had other similar protocols implemented to be com-
pared to, and finally Ofsoftswitch13 because it is a software
switch that could be used for in-band communication in real
SDN deployments.
For the evaluation of the core features of Amaru, the best
option would be to compare Amaru with the current state
of the art. However, no current work accomplishes the
same features than Amaru and their source codes were
not available in all cases. For these reasons, we picked
two of the closest related works: ResilientFlow [6] and
Asadujjaman et al. [27] for comparison. In particular, firstly,
we compare Amaru with RSTP and OSPF for automatic
bootstrapping and scalability, because ResilientFlow is based
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FIGURE 10. Comparison of Amaru, RSTP and OSPF control frames.
TABLE 1. Summary of the evaluation performed for Amaru.
on OSPF and also because they are standard protocols that
could be leveraged for in-band control in SDN. Secondly,
we evaluate Amaru against Asadujjaman et al. for resiliency.
The three comparison tests were performed in OMNeT++ as
these protocols were implemented using this simulator. Addi-
tionally, we also used the SDN switch Ofsoftswitch13 for
the recovery test to prove that Amaru is also feasible in real
scenarios.
As for the network scenarios used in the tests, we deployed
diverse topologies to evaluate Amaru; specifically three
types, from a symmetric graph to a real network deploy-
ment. Firstly, a synthetic mesh-like topology comprised
of 10 nodes, as depicted in Fig. 11, served as initial proof-of-
concept for Amaru, as it provides multiple paths that should
be learned by the protocol.
Secondly, we employed the Barabasi and Bonabeau [44]
and Waxman [45] topologies from the Brite topology
generator [38]. Although these types of networks are also
synthetic, they claim to illustrate some of the most repre-
sentative topologies of the Internet. The idea behind the use
of these topologies was to evaluate the packet consumption
and convergence time of Amaru. Thus, the experiments were
conducted configuring different average number of links per
node (3, 5, 7) and different network sizes, from 10 to 60 nodes
using 10-node steps. Node placement follows a heavy-tailed
model, which emulates the world population distributions and
the network size is increased incrementally, adding new nodes
to the already existing ones and connecting them, which is
more realistic than populating the nodes randomly in the
scenario. The link bandwidth is constant and the Waxman
parameters to the default values α = 0.15 and β = 0.2.
FIGURE 11. Synthetic topology.
Furthermore, the minimum number of runs per experiment
was set up to 10 to calculate standard deviations. Table 2
presents a summary of these deployments. No background
traffic was included in these experiments as the idea was to
test how Amaru performed in a network deployment from
scratch.
Finally, we also tested a real network topology adapted
from Rogers fiber backbone network [46], as shown in Fig. 1
and Fig. 16. This topology encompasses 19 nodes connected
by 24 links spanning approximately 4,920 km, with a total
fiber length of approximately 11,183 km [27].
C. RESULTS
In this section, we analyze the results of the four types of tests
previously described.
1) DEVELOPED TOOLS VALIDATION
The first step is to compare the different implementa-
tions detailed in section IV. The main objective is to
ensure the expected behavior of Amaru and to validate the
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TABLE 2. Experimental setup for the Brite topologies.
FIGURE 12. Comparison of the average number of packets exchanged for
the three implementations of Amaru.
correctness of the models in the Python and OMNeT++
simulators, particularly in comparison with the behavior of
the Ofsoftswitch13 implementation.
On the one hand, we should guarantee that all imple-
mentations learn a similar amount of AMACs, as defined
by the parameters N and L. In fact, we proved it, although
we found out that some of the values of these AMACs
could differ due to the different modeling of the network
delays in each platform. This result is expected since our
Python tool only models the address propagation mechanism,
but it does not consider network delays. OMNeT++ and
Ofsoftswitch13 also differ for two reasons: (1) OMNeT++
cannot exactly model the delay of real platforms and (2) the
order to flood packets in each node is not the same in both
platforms due to their inner internal behavior.
On the other hand, although slight differences exist in
the implementations, the exploration mechanism follows the
same exact procedure and the expected number of pack-
ets should be the same. Therefore, apart from compar-
ing the number of assigned AMACs, we also measured
the average number of exchanged packets in all platforms.
Figure 12 shows how this number is very close among all the
three developed implementations (a maximum difference of
around 5%), as expected.
As a result, we can conclude that our simulation models are
good enough with respect to a real implementation of Amaru
(the one with Ofsoftswitch13), and hence we can use these
tools to perform more exhaustive experiments as follows.
2) CONVERGENCE TIME
The first core feature of Amaru to be examined is the setup
convergence time. We can define the convergence time as the
time that the Amaru protocol requires to obtain the number
of desired paths according to the parameters N and L. This
convergence time mainly depends on the size of the network
and the average node degree. Although, control and data
plane messages share network links, data plane traffic will
not affect the convergence time of Amaru because no packet
will be usually produced until the setup is finished.
To perform the evaluation, we compare Amaru against
RSTP. The reason for this comparison is that RSTP is a
simple protocol that provides a spanning tree from a root
node, which could be also used to establish an in-band tree
to achieve communication with a controller (though it does
not provide multiple paths). RSTP exchanges periodic BPDU
messages based on a configurable timer, which can be set up
in OMNeT++ to a minimum of 1 second. This parameter
will not affect the convergence time, as part of the protocol
procedure is event-based after the first BPDU messages are
received and, because of this, the convergence time is smaller
than 1 second. Other routing protocols, such as OSPF, are not
examined for this specific metric because they are not pure
plug&play approaches, as they require an initial (andmanual)
configuration. Furthermore, the convergence time for OSPF
was considerably higher than both Amaru and RSTP, even
when the timers were set to their lowest values (without
jeopardizing the routing stability).
Figure 13 presents best-case and worst-case results for
Amaru in comparison with RSTP, using the OMNeT++ sim-
ulator for both protocols. The experiments were conducted
in both Barabasi and Waxman topologies for a different
number of nodes and different degrees of connectivity. As
convergence time in Amaru also depends on the predefined
parameters, we consider the best-case scenario to haveN = 2
and L = 3 (in yellow), and theworst-case onewithN = 8 and
L = 4 (in green). The best case is N = 2 as it is one with the
lowest amount of exchanged messages, and the worst case is
N = 8, as we believe a redundancy of 8 paths is good enough
for the resiliency of the network. The parameter L does not
affect so much the convergence time, and we found out that
a value around 3 and 4 was reasonable for path diversity.
Furthermore, we include the results of RSTP (in blue).
For any set of results, the convergence time increases
with the number of nodes in the network. On the contrary,
an increase in the degree of the network nodes does not
necessarily produce the same behavior. This fact can be ini-
tially counterintuitive, but the reason is that if we increase the
degree of the network nodes, we are not changing the size of
the topology, but only the number of existing connections.
Thus, the number of existing paths also increases but it might
not inexorably lead to a higher convergence time. Actually,
it depends on how the nodes are connected.
We executed 10 runs with different topologies with
the same characteristics to later calculate the confidence
intervals, as shown in Fig. 13. Moreover, it is important to
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FIGURE 13. Comparison of convergence time in Amaru and RSTP.
highlight how Amaru clearly outperforms RSTP, as it con-
verges 500 times faster than RSTP, in average. The small
convergence time of Amaru is due to its exploration approach,
which allows to exchange packets quickly without using
over-dimensioned timers and/or repeated message exchanges
among neighbors, both usually common in link-state proto-
cols. Furthermore, Amaru provides N different paths to each
node while RSTP only provides one.
3) PACKET CONSUMPTION
Another feature to consider in Amaru is its scalability. Thus,
we analyzed the total number of packets required to complete
a full exploration and address configuration procedure in
Amaru. For this evaluation, we leveraged the OMNeT++
simulator and compared Amaru with the OMNeT++ imple-
mentations of RSTP and OSPF.
Figure 14 depicts the comparison of Amaru with respect to
RSTP, as in the case of convergence time. Once again, experi-
ments with Barabasi andWaxman topologies were performed
with values of N equal to 2 and 8, and values of L equal to
3 and 4. Furthermore, different degree of nodes have been
considered, namely 3 (yellow line), 5 (green-dashed line) and
7 (blue-dotted line). RSTP values are represented with mark-
ers to distinguish them from the Amaru ones. Amaru outper-
forms RSTP in most of the cases (in average, RSTP requires
a number of packets 7,7% higher than Amaru) but, what is
more important, Amaru always requires a smaller number of
packets in larger topologies. Additionally, we observed there
is no difference on using values of L equal to 3 or 4 in the case
of Amaru. In general, as the size of the topology increases,
the total number of exchanged packet consumption linearly
increases, independently of the protocol.
In addition to the previous results, we also compared the
required number of packets of Amaru with respect to the
use of OSPF. The reason for this is that Amaru can obtain
multiple paths per root node and RSTP not, while OSPF
obtains the full knowledge of a topology in a distributed way
to later calculate any desired k-shortest paths according to
certain metric. In Fig. 15, we can observe how the number of
packets in OSPF is one order of magnitude larger than Amaru
(note the logarithmic scale), more specifically, OSPF requires
around 30 times more packets than Amaru in average. The
main reason is because OSPF requires recurring updates
from neighbors every time that a new node is reached, while
Amaru conveys all the information at once while traversing
the network, so we could say that OSPF requires around
30 iterations to transfer the same amount of information than
Amaru.
From these results, we can conclude that Amaru offers
good scalability since its packet consumption is smaller than
other alternatives, such as RSTP and OSPF, while offering
multiple low-latency paths. The main reason for this could
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FIGURE 14. Comparison of average number of packets in Amaru and RSTP.
FIGURE 15. Comparison of average number of packets in Amaru and OSPF.
be the same as in the case of the convergence time: the
exploration nature of Amaru, which allows carrying the infor-
mation at once through the network without the need of
multiple message exchanges among neighbors, as RSTP and
OSPF require.
4) RECOVERY TIME
Finally, we performed different tests to evaluate the recovery
time of Amaru, by studying it from two perspectives: switch-
to-controller and controller-to-switch communications. We
leverage the Ofsoftswitch13 implementation to measure the
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FIGURE 16. Rogers topology [46] and evaluated link failures.
FIGURE 17. Recovery times of Amaru in the Ofsoftswitch13 implementation.
throughput of in-band traffic, as well as the inter-arrival time
(IAT) between received in-band packets. The IAT will show
an increase in its value after a failure due to the recovery time
required to overcome it. In this case, we leveraged two well-
known topologies as link failures must be scheduled to later
on measure the recovery time; the first topology is symmetric
to measure how fast similar paths are selected, while the sec-
ond one is a real scenario: the Rogers topology [46].
The first experiment uses the topology in Fig. 11, where
the controller is connected to switch H and the link speed
is 1 Gbps. The test consists of evaluating the through-
put from A to H , where the ARoot is connected. Node A
has saved three routes according to the Amaru procedure:
(1) A-C-E-H , (2) A-B-D-F-H and (3) A-G-I -J -H , associated
to ports 1, 2 and 3 of the node, respectively. The first path
established by Amaru for in-band traffic is through port 1.
The first link failure happens at time 1 s and the in-band
traffic is rerouted through the path through port 2. Finally,
a second failure occurs at time 2 s and the traffic is redi-
rected once again, this time through port 3. The throughput is
measured based on a signaling traffic of 750 Mbps, which is
high enough to evaluate Inter-Arrival Times (IATs) with high
granularity, but without exceeding the forwarding capabilities
of the switch.
Figure 17 shows what happens during these failures in
switch-to-controller (left side) and in controller-to-switch
communication (right side). The upper figures illustrate the
IAT from consecutive received in-band packets in microsec-
onds. Both of them present an increase in the IAT exactly
when failures take place. As expected, the IAT in the
controller-to-switch traffic is bigger than the IAT in the
switch-to-controller traffic because of the extra time required
to notify the controller of the failure occurrence. The recov-
ery time is below 400 µs in the switch-to-controller direc-
tion and below 5 ms in the controller-to switch direction,
hence smaller than the 50 ms to guarantee a successful
recovery [5]. The differences in time of each direction are
caused by the fact that only switches save all path towards
the controller, so that is why the switch-to-controller recov-
ery is almost immediate (µs), but the controller-to-switch
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FIGURE 18. Recovery times in Amaru from three points of view, after a failure in Victoria-Vancouver link at time 70 ms.
direction requires the reception of traffic from the switch
to be updated. Furthermore, the lower figures clearly depict
how the throughput changes from one port to other port
in switch A after a failure and how throughput is almost
unaffected in the switch-to-controller direction and slightly
affected (negligible in the graph) in the controller-to-switch
direction.
The second experiment follows the same methodology and
setup as the first one, but using the Rogers topology [46]
instead (shown in Fig. 16). Additionally, the number of link
failures is increased to four to check failures at different
distances from the SDN controller. The in-band traffic is
established between the Toronto and Victoria nodes. The
first path goes from Victoria to Vancouver and that link then
fails, redirecting the traffic through Seattle. Three more link
failures are illustrated in the figure, all of them affecting
the current route at each time. The obtained results are very
similar to the previous ones, even considering that this time
the topology is based on a real network deployment. Again,
the switch-to-controller traffic has a smaller recovery time
(always below 700 µs) than the controller-to-switch traf-
fic, which always has a recovery time below 7.3 ms. This
latter value is slightly bigger than the previous one (5 ms)
because the network is bigger and there are more propagation
latencies, but the value is still under the maximum 50 ms.
Moreover, the throughput is again almost unaffected by the
link failures.
It is important to note that the parameters L and N increase
the scalability of Amaru, as it potentially explores all paths,
but they also constrain its resiliency. Though improbable,
a corner case would be if all learned paths used at least
one of the failed links. In this case, none of the learned
AMACs could work as alternative routes and the Amaru
discovery mechanism should be relaunched, either locally
or, in the worst case, globally. In these cases, the recovery
time will be increased up to a time equal to the Amaru
convergence time. The convergence time for the synthetic
10-node topology is around 125 µs and up to 1.9 ms in
the Rogers topology, considering this traffic has priority
above other types. Thus, we can conclude that, even in the
worst case, the recovery time will continue presenting excel-
lent small values, under the required 50 ms according to
literature [5].
Finally, to have a comparison with the closest approach in
the state of the art, we repeated the same simulation scenario
than in the work from Asadujjaman et al. [27] to measure
convergence time after link failure. The results are illustrated
in Fig. 18 and show that, after the Victoria-Vancouver link
failure, the recovery time is 3.2 ms (from the link failure at
time 70 ms, to recovery at 73.2 ms), more than 10% smaller
than the 3.8 ms obtained in the closest related work [27]. This
is because Amaru already knows the end-to-end backup path
when there is a failure, whereas the compared work has to go
through hop by hop signaling upon failure.
D. DISCUSSION
As proved by the evaluation results, the advantages of Amaru
are as follows:
1) Fast automatic bootstrapping: Amaru paths are
populated automatically and its convergence time
is smaller than standard alternatives leveraged for
in-band control, such as RSTP and OSPF, as proved in
Section V-C.2.
2) Good scalability: Amaru provides multiple paths
towards the SDN controller, following a protection
scheme. Moreover, it only requires a single entry per
path, independently of the network size, which dras-
tically reduces the forwarding table size (e.g. 10 dif-
ferent paths towards the controller are represented by
just 10 entries). Additionally, the amount of exchanged
messages to build these forwarding tables is smaller
than RSTP (even considering than RSTP generates
only one path) and much smaller than OSPF, as illus-
trated in Section V-C.3.
3) Enhanced reliability:Amaru implements a protection
scheme (that is 1 primary path + N − 1 backup ones)
that enhances the network reliability are rapidly avail-
able even after multiple failures occur. Recovery times
are below the 50 ms and high throughput is almost
unaffected, as shown in Section V-C.4.
On the other hand, there are some aspects in Amaru that
require further analysis and could be consider its main draw-
backs:
1) New protocol: As a new protocol, it requires some
agent in the switches to support it for implementation.
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However, we have developed it in Ofsoftswitch13 and
proved that it is feasible in real scenarios.
2) AMAC design: Amaru masks real MAC addresses
with AMACs, which have an available space of 46 bits,
as previously explained. By default, this field is lever-
aged as 6 levels of around 8 bits, which represents
paths of 6 hops with around 28 = 256 neighbors per
switch, but other configurations are also feasible (such
as 12 levels of around 4 bits) and it is up to the network
administrator to decide the most suitable setup.
3) Selection of parameters: Amaru discovers all paths
among all nodes and the SDN controller, which is not
desirable for real networks; thus, the parameters N and
L should be defined prior to deployment. By default,
Amaru is set to N = 8 and L = 4, which provides
excellent performance for the evaluated topologies, but
further scenarios should be analyzed.
VI. CONCLUSION
The Amaru protocol provides automatic bootstrapping,
enhanced resiliency and good scalability for in-band control
in SDN. To the best of our knowledge, only one work is close
to accomplish these three features and Amaru outperforms it.
As an exploration protocol, it follows a completely different
approach to the current literature, which is mostly based on
link-state knowledge. This exploration strategy drastically
reduces the convergence time and the number of exchanged
packets, while guaranteeing the network paths are stable at
any time.
Amaru has been tested via simulation (based on Python and
OMNeT++) and emulation (Ofsoftswitch13 and Mininet),
and results are promising. Furthermore, Amaru potentially
discovers all paths between any couple of network nodes,
but for good scalability we currently limit the learning by
setting two parameters (N and L), which is enough to por-
tray an excellent behavior in carrier networks. Nevertheless,
we aim to further refine this learning by analyzing their
optimal values and implications (number of messages and
table entries), and by applying other types of parameters and
other techniques (such as machine learning), hence saving
only the best routes from the whole set to guarantee resiliency
at any failure event.
In order to deploy Amaru in real SDN scenarios, the only
requirement is to have some SDN software switch or a sim-
ilar agent installed in the switches, as proved by our proof-
of-concept implementation with Ofsoftswitch13. The main
advantage of Amaru is that currently no in-band control
standard exists, so new SDN switches envisioning this feature
could consider Amaru as part of their designs. Additionally,
SDN switches based on P4 could also be programmed to
support it.
Finally, as future work, we will analyze the implications
of deploying Amaru in large-scale networks with high con-
nectivity, as well as in mobile and dynamic networks, specif-
ically with more than one operator involved. Additionally,
the combination of in-band and out-of-band resiliency with
multiple controllers could be also examined [47].Wewill also
study the inclusion of the protocol in the ONF community,
as we trust Amaru might contribute as a relevant step forward
in regard to the in-band control of SDN, where there is no
defined standard yet. Additionally, some other envisioned
research topics are leveraging Amaru for multipath routing,
either as a distributed protocol or centralized mechanism (e.g.
to calculate shortest paths in the SDN controller), and we will
also analyze its applications in graph theory, in comparison
with BFS and similar algorithms.
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